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Abstract
Citeology is an interacttive visualization that
t
looks at the
onships between research
r
publications through
relatio
their use
u of citations. The
T
sample corpus
s uses all 3,502
paperrs published at AC
CM CHI and UIST between
b
1982
and 2010, and the 11,6
699 citations betw
ween them. A
ection is drawn between each paperr and all papers
conne
which it referenced from
m the collection. For
F an
dual paper, the re
esulting visualization represents a
individ
“familly tree” of sorts, showing
s
multiple generations
g
of
refere
enced papers whic
ch the target pape
er built upon,
and all descendant gen
nerations of future
e papers.

Figure
e 1. Citeology for S
Spotlight [9]. (Note: high
resolu
ution vector versio
on in Appendix A)
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Introduction and Related Work
Research publications use citations to provide detailed
references to previous works which have a bearing on
the subject of the current publication. It is simple to
see which sources an individual paper has cited (they
are generally listed in a section at the end of the
paper), and with online article repositories such as the
ACM Digital Library (dl.acm.org) and Google Scholar
(scholar.google.com) it has become straightforward
given a particular paper to see which future articles it
was referenced by.
To provide users with an alternative view of citation
trends, compelling visualizations of citation trends have
also been explored. From the research community,
Mackinlay et. al. created the Butterfly system [9] which
is an interface for accessing citation databases and
visualized the paper search results with scatterplots
and 3D piles. More recently, CiteSense [15] was
designed to support literature search, selection, and
comprehension. Eigenfactor [2] looks at citation data
from articles to rank the strength of journals, and Wellformed Eigenfactor [14] has produced compelling
visualizations based on this data at the journal level. At
Alt.CHI 2009, Kaye presented an analysis of HCI
publications [8] focusing on issues at the individual
author level, and MacKenzie [10] looked at HCI
citations from CHI, TOCHI, and the HCI Journal to rebut
the claim that HCI researchers have “little or no
impact”.
If one considers a research article in a genealogical
sense, the papers which an article referenced could be
considered the article’s “ancestors” or “parents” and the
papers which referenced the target article could be
considered “descendants” or “children”. Traditional

methods let you see the parents and children of a
particular paper. Such information can be useful when
tracing the history of a piece of work or trying to find
related articles. It is however generally presented
textually and there is no way to look at multiple
generations of ancestors or descendants or get a feel
for the overall connection network of the corpus.
Citeology (a portmanteau of citation and genealogy) is
an interactive visualization designed to look at the
relationships between publications through their use of
citations (Figure 1). The relationships are shown in the
context of a collection of papers published in similar
venues.

The Citeology System
For the initial deployment of Citeology we used a
dataset of all 3,502 papers published at ACM CHI and
ACM UIST between 1982 and 2010 and the 11,699
citations made among these papers. The papers are
organized in vertical columns by year and the first 25
or so characters of each paper title are displayed. The
papers are sorted placing the papers with the most
citations for each year in the middle of their respective
column, so the papers with most citations in each year
can be found along a horizontal band through the
middle of the diagram (Figure 2). The years 1984 and
1987 have been omitted as neither of the CHI nor UIST
conferences were held in those years.
In the interactive version the titles are rendered in a
2pt font and too small to read, but in the generated
PDF files it is possible to zoom in and read the titles.
Visible from the arrangement of the papers into yearly
columns is the increase in the number of publications
(mostly at CHI) starting in 2006.
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directing u
users’ attention on
n large displays [9
9] from CHI
2005. Desscendants of the p
paper are linked to
o with blue
lines, and ancestors are con
nnected in red. By
y default all
generation
ns of relatives in b
both directions are
e shown
but contro
ols are available to
o limit the display to any
number be
etween 1 and 8 ge
enerations (Figure
e 4). First
generation
n relatives are con
nnected with relattively thick
and opaqu
ue curves, and the
e lines becomes th
hinner and
more transsparent as the ge
enerational gap inc
creases
(Figure 6) . The names of all related papers a
are
darkened, with the first gen
neration associatio
ons being
the darkesst and further gen
nerations becomin
ng lighter.
Papers nott connected to the
e target paper are
e not
darkened a
and remain the original pale grey c
colour.

Fiigure 2. Citeology
y of all CHI and UIST
U
papers
be
efore and after th
he citation networ
rk has been
dr
rawn, and a zoom
med in view of the
e years and
th
he paper titles.

Once the paper titles are in place, conne
ections are
n between each pa
aper and all of the
e papers from
drawn
the co
ollection which it referenced
r
(Figure
e 2). Hovering
over an
a individual pape
er gives a tooltip of
o with the
paperr title (Figure 3) and provides and way
w
to scan the
database looking for interesting paper titles.

Figure 3. Feedba
ack when over a pa
aper title.

ng on a single pap
per lets you see th
he Citeology for
Clickin
that paper.
p
Figure 1 sho
ows the Citeology
y for Spotlight:

Figure
e 4. Citeologies showing 1, 2, a
and All
genera
ations from the CHI 1995 paper Bricks:
laying
g the foundation
ns for graspablle user
interfa
aces [5].

Once a pa per has been sele
ected, hovering ov
ver other
papers willl display the shorrtest connection, if one
exists, bettween the hovered
d paper and the s
selected
paper. The
e path is traced on
n the visualization
n and the
papers alo
ong the shortest p
path are displayed
d in the
upper left section of the scrreen (Figure 5).
By clicking
g on the “Find Pap
per…” button papers can be
found usin
ng words in the tittle or author’s, and the
official ACM
M page for a pape
er can be accessed through
the “visit p
paper page” butto
on.
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Controls to search for papers and specifiy
the number of generations to display.
Years of all papers in the collection.
Year of selected paper is darker.

List of papers on the shortest path
between the hovered paper and
the selected paper.

Name of the hovered paper, and the
type of relationship this paper has with the
selected paper (7th Generation Ancestor).

Thick line traces the shortest path
between the hovered paper and the
selected paper.

The selected paper.
Controls to visit the selected paper’s
ACM DL page or create a high
resolution PDF file.

Information about the selected
paper including the Title, Author
Names, and Abstract.

Figure 5. Main Components of the Citeology Interface.
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Fiigure 6. A zoomed
d in view of a high
h-resolution
ex
xported Citeology.

Imple
ementation
The Citeology
C
system is
s implemented as
s a Java applet
1
and makes
m
use of the Processing
P
librarie
es to simplify
the on
n-screen drawing and pdf-generatio
on procedures.
Being a Java applet allo
ows the system to
o be embedded
into a webpage, but a standalone
s
applica
ation runnable
a
Linux is able to
t be built from
on Windows, Mac OS, and
ame source code base.
b
The applet has
h been signed
the sa
allowing for anonymous
s usage data colle
ection into an
B database as welll as saving
Amazon AWS SimpleDB
t
user’s local file system.
generrated PDF files to the
DATA FORMAT
F

The in
nformation for eac
ch of the articles in the collection
and itts associated citation information is
s stored in a
tab-de
elimited text file using
u
a relatively straightforward
s
forma
at (Table 1). All of the data needed to create the
visualization is stored in this file, making
g it possible to
e Citeologies for other
o
collections of conferences
create
by sim
mple creating a ne
ew data file.
For th
he fields which can
n have more than one distinct
entry (Authors and Ref
ferences) a tilde character (~)
is use
ed as a secondary delimiter. The Dig
gital Object
Identiifier (DOI) system
m is used as the un
nique identifier
for ea
ach article since it is widely adopted
d for academic
publis
shing and gives an
n easy way to refe
er back to the
1

www.processing.org

official we b page for the publication. This can
n be
hed by entering a URL of the form::
accomplish
http://dx.
x.doi.org/<doi> w
which will resolve to, in the
case of CH
HI and UIST paperrs, the ACM Digita
al Library
entry for tthe given paper.
Column
n

Example

Conferen
nce
Year
Title
t
Abstract
Authors
DOI
Referenc
ces

CHI
2005
Spotlight: dire
ecting users’ attentio
on on large…
We describe a n
new interaction techni
ique…
Azam Khan ~ Jus
stin Matejka ~ George Fitzmauric…
10.1145/1054972
2.1055082
10.1145/108844.108845 ~ 10.1145/2755
519.275520…

Table 1. Citeolog
gy data file formatt.

Interestting Findings
It is straig
ghtforward to see how many 1st gen
neration
nts a paper has us
sing traditional pa
aper
descendan
reference websites like the ACM Digital Library and
ght it would be intteresting to
Google Sc holar so we thoug
s over
see which papers have the most descendants
enerations (Figure
multiple ge
e 7).
The paperr with the most 1stt generation desce
endants is
Generalize
ed Fisheye Views [6] from CHI 1986 with 89
direct citattions from within the CHI/UIST collection.
This paperr remains in the to
op spot for up to five
generation
ns of descendants
s with 1,663 but w
when we
look at all descendants up tto six generations
s, A Study
in Two Han
nded Input [4], also from CHI 1986
6 becomes
the most p
prolific with 1,760
0 descendants. Fro
om seven
generation
ns onward, the pa
aper with the most total
descendan
nts is the CHI 198
83 paper Evaluatio
on and
analysis off users' activity orrganization [1] wh
hich has
1,887 desccendants of 7th ge
eneration or less, and 2,120
overall. An
n amazing 62% off all papers publis
shed after
1993, and
d 84% of the pape
ers published in 20
010 at CHI
are descendants o
of this paper.
and UIST a
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A study in two-handed input
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Fiigure 7. Plot of the number
r of total
de
escendants up to a given generation for each
off the three papers
s with the most de
escendants.

When hovering over a paper,
p
we calculatte the shortest
path between
b
that hove
ered paper and th
he currently
selectted paper. Out of curiosity
c
we looke
ed for the
longes
st direct connectio
on between any tw
wo papers in
our co
ollection and it turrned out to be an 18 generation
gap between the CHI 1985
1
paper A theo
ory of stimulusrespon
nse compatibility applied to human
n-computer
intera
action [7] and The
e effects of empath
hetic virtual
characters on presence
e in narrative-centtered learning
enviro
onments [12] from
m CHI 2008.

Fiigure 8. Longest most
m
direct path between
b
two
CHI papers. (18 generations)

When exploring the visualization we see that the
e bundled along the middle row
majorrity of citations are
of the
e papers. This is of course a result of
o the papers
being sorted with the most
m
cited papers being placed in

the middle
e, but there are a surprising numbe
er of CHI
and UIST papers which hav
ve never been refe
erenced by
n fact, 934 of the 3159
a paper in the collection. In
papers pub
blished between 1
1982 and 2009 ha
ave not
been referrenced by anotherr CHI or UIST pap
per. This
could be b
because those pap
pers have not been of
interest to
o any future resea
archers, but perha
aps there
are also so
ome good papers in the un-referen
nced
collection which have just b
been forgotten and
d would be
place to look for re
elatively unexplorred
a fruitful p
research ttopics.

Usage O
Observations
Prior to th e deadline for this
s paper, Citeology
y has been
publically for apprroximately 3 week
ks. In that
deployed p
time the a
applet has been ru
un 3,681 times fro
om 2,977
ns, the user
unique hosst computers. During those session
y selected 24,378
community
8 papers for viewing. The
results of w
which papers werre selected the mo
ost can be
seen in Fig
gure 9. The darke
er red labels indica
ate papers
with highe
er click counts, and from the diagra
am we can
see that p eople were most interested in the papers at
es of the collection
n, as well as
the very sttart and end date
the band o
of most popular papers which run tthrough the
middle of tthe diagram. The majority of paperrs had at
least one cclick, with only 20
07 of the 3502 (5..9%) of the
papers recceiving 0 selection
ns, and the most s
selected
paper has been Richard A. Bolt’s CHI 1982 p
paper, Eyes
at the Inte
erface [3], which is most frequently
y paper
cited in th e collection from 1982.
During the
ese sessions the s
search functionalitty was used
1295 time
es, but strong pattterns for common
n search
terms are not apparent in the data.
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research in
nterest. Given the
e simple text-base
ed data
format tha
at the tool takes a
as input we hope tto be able
to expand the system to wo
ork for different co
onferences
and journa
als in completely d
different areas. Itt would also
be interestting to look at oth
her areas where re
eferences
are used ssuch as patents orr legal cases and see what
kinds of diifferences reveal tthemselves in the
ese different
contexts.
Citeology ccould be a useful tool for finding re
elated work
when work
king on a research
h article. Howeverr, it would
be interestting to broaden th
he collection of se
earchable
papers to include topics outtside of the main focus of
o encourage the broadening rather than
interest to
narrowing of influences on research. A system like this
could have
e the effect of exp
posing researchers to
completely
y new conferences or topic areas th
hey were
not previo
ously aware of.
Fiigure 9. Heatmap
p of click counts
s per paper
du
uring 3 week deployment. Ligher yellow
na
ames were clicke
ed less, and dar
rk red ones
were
w
clicked more.

Discu
ussion and Futture Work
Since the database use
ed in this initial de
eployment of
Citeology uses only the
e papers published
d at CHI and
cy relationships ca
an be captured.
UIST, not all dependenc
For ex
xample, if paper A (at CHI) is refere
enced by paper
B (at AVI) which is refe
erenced by paper C (at CHI),
u as a descendan
nt of paper A in
paperr C will not show up
the cu
urrent visualization. Expanding the breadth of the
article
es in the database
e would help creatte a more
compllete picture of the
e genealogy of a paper.
p
We started out with a Human
H
Computer Interaction
ed collection of pa
apers since that is
s our primary
focuse

mic papers
Since the references associated with academ
pically have any co
ontextual information
do not typ
associated
d with them, Citeo
ology currently tre
eats all
citations a
as equal. But pape
ers can be referen
nced not
only becau
use they are good
d examples of prio
or work
which the new paper builds
s upon, but papers
s are often
referenced
d for obtaining background informa
ation, or
maybe the
e author disagrees
s with their finding. There
are many other reasons tha
at work can be cited which
bed in the CiTO sy
ystem [13] and it would be
are describ
useful to b
be able to categorrize (manually, or
automatica
ally) citations bas
sed on how they a
are used in
context.
The lack o
of zooming capability in the applet iis
something
g we would like to address in a futu
ure version.
Currently tthe work around is to generate a P
PDF file for
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closerr inspection. Imple
ementation wise, it would be nice
to red
do the application as an HTML5 Can
nvas based page
to rem
move the current Java
J
installation dependency.
d

[3] Bolt, R
R.A. (1982). Eyes
s at the interface. ACM CHI.
356-362.
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Appendix A – High Resolution Vector Citeology
This is a sample of the type of PDF output generated by the Citeology applet. Zoom in to see more detail.
Citeology is available to try here: http://www.autodeskresearch.com/projects/citeology

